Caring for your Sublimated FX Garment.

Wash using cold or warm water with a mild laundry soap (ecological, biodegradable types preferred) and drying on the line is the best way to clean and maintain a
Sublimated FX product.
To remove stains, dirt or grease from your garment, dampen the stain and rub
in dishwashing detergent or a safe pre-treatment cleaning fluid (no bleach, if in
doubt test a small corner inside) both of which you can find at your local supermarket. Then hand wash the garment in warm water with plenty of mild laundry
soap. To remove chewing gum or tree sap from your garment, first freeze the
affected are with some ice, then use a dull butter knife to scrape off as much as
you can. Next, soak the garment in a water/white-vinegar solution, and throw it
into the laundry with warm water and detergent.

The fabrics we use will melt or burn if exposed to flame or direct heat.

Do not use them near ANY direct source of heat or flame.

Sublimated FX does not recommend ironing any of our performance
garments. If ironing is required, we advise that the garment be ironed
inside-out to avoid contact between the surface of the iron and any customisation (printing, numbering, etc) of any kind that has been applied.
As there are many types of Sublimated FX garments, our general recommendation
from an environmental stand-point and a wash-care stand-point is to dry all of
them on a line. Our products dry quickly.
Do NOT put them into a dryer.
We use heat when manufacturing, heat will undo all our work. The print will start
to “bleed” one colour into another. This is heat damage. Any temperature above
130 deg C applied for more than 15 seconds will cause the ink to begin the sublimation process again.
Iron with a cool iron. Our factory irons are set on 2 and we use a pressing cloth to
prevent mistakes.
Sublimated FX accepts no responsibility for any damage caused by the use of any
appliance that creates and applies heat, be it a clothes dryer, an iron or any other
appliance using excessive heat and is outside of our direct control.

Due to the highly technical and specialised requirements to manufacture
moisture management fabric, you will need to be a little more aware of
rough or abrasive surfaces.
These specially made synthetic fabrics use delicate man made fibers to be
able to “breathe”. Contact with abrasive surfaces can result in “pilling,”
runs and ‘pulls’ in the fabric. Velcro, common to many rucksacks, gym
bags, shoes (and even some of our garments) should be avoided where
possible, particularly the lighter and thinner fabrics.

Do not wash any your Sublimated FX product at the same time
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DO NOT DRY CLEAN any of you Sublimated FX products. It will be RUINED.
Sublimated FX accepts no responsibility for any damage caused by the use
of a dryer on any of our products.

Some moisture management fabrics use a chemical coating to help break
down the surface tension and dry the fabric quickly. This does not last.
Washing loosens the chemical coating and in a short time the fabric cannot
dry and the print fades. I get this complaint a lot.
Sublimated FX fabric is manufactured from the ground level up to be a
moisture management fabric. We do however recommend not using fabric
softener on our products. The softening chemicals apply a coating to the
fabric to cause it to soften, it may significantly diminish the moisture management performance, but the colour will not fade.

DO NOT USE BLEACH!
Sublimated FX accepts no responsibility for any garment damage
caused by the use of BLEACH on any of our products.
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